Annotating gene function by combining expression data with a modular gene network.
A promising and reliable approach to annotate gene function is clustering genes not only by using gene expression data but also literature information, especially gene networks. We present a systematic method for gene clustering by combining these totally different two types of data, particularly focusing on network modularity, a global feature of gene networks. Our method is based on learning a probabilistic model, which we call a hidden modular random field in which the relation between hidden variables directly represents a given gene network. Our learning algorithm which minimizes an energy function considering the network modularity is practically time-efficient, regardless of using the global network property. We evaluated our method by using a metabolic network and microarray expression data, changing with microarray datasets, parameters of our model and gold standard clusters. Experimental results showed that our method outperformed other four competing methods, including k-means and existing graph partitioning methods, being statistically significant in all cases. Further detailed analysis showed that our method could group a set of genes into a cluster which corresponds to the folate metabolic pathway while other methods could not. From these results, we can say that our method is highly effective for gene clustering and annotating gene function.